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Lindow [1] gives several short tables of coefficients for obtaining the first and second derivative at intermediate points by differentiation of either the Newton-Stirling or Newton-Bessel interpolation formula [_2] . The former involves central differences p8o2m+1 and ôo2m which are on the line with/(x0), and the latter involves central differences 5j2m+1 and p8$2m which are on the line with / ( xo -1-) , h being the tabular interval. Lindow's tables of Newton-Stirling coefficients are intended to interpolate for/'(xo + ph) and/"(xo + ph) for either 0 < p < .25 or for .75 < p < 1.00, in the latter case by choosing a new x0 = original Xo + h (and corresponding central differences opposite the next entry) and a new p where now -.25 < new p < 0. His tables of Newton-Bessel coefficients are intended to interpolate iorf'(x0 + ph) a.ndf"(xo + ph) for .25 < p < .75, or in the new variable pi given by p = \ + pi, for -.25 < pi < .25. The reason for employing both Newton-Stirling and Newton-Bessel formulas (i.e. both tabular and mid-point central differences) is that by proper choice of p or pi the argument is never more than one-fourth of a tabular interval away from the central differences employed, which should yield high accuracy.
The formulas for /' (x) and /" (x) are of the form :
(1) f'(xo±ph) = \\pSo±pbo2
+ ¿ (A2m+i(p)p8o2m+1 ±A2m+2(P)So2m+2) \+Ri obtained by single differentiation of the Newton-Stirling interpolation formula, to be used for ±p ranging from -.25 to .25.
(2) f'(xo+ph) mf(x9 + -±p¿) di ± Pipôi2 + L (B2m+i(pi)ôi2m+l ± B2m+2(pi)p8^+2) + Pi.n, obtained by single differentiation of the Newton-Bessel interpolation formula, to be used for p = 5 ± pi ranging from .25 to .75, or d=pi ranging from -.25 to .25.
(3) f"(xo±ph)
1_
" h2 ôo2 ± ppôo3 + E (C2m+2(P)8o2m+2 ± C2m+i(p)pöo2m+z) + Ri, n, obtained by double differentiation of the Newton-Stirling interpolation formula, to be used for ±p ranging from -.25 to .25.
(4) f"(x0 + ph) mf (xt + | ± pjS = -jirf}' ± PiSf + Z (D2m+2(pi)pô^+2 ± D2m+Z(pi)ôi2^) [ + Rt.n, obtained by double differentiation of the Newton-Bessel interpolation formula, to be used for p = \ ± pi ranging from .25 to .75, or ±fti ranging from -.25 to .25.
In the nth pair of terms only, the right hand term within the parentheses does not appear if the interpolation series (1), (2), (3), or (4) is not taken beyond p8o2n+1, 5j2n+1, 502n+2 or p8i2n+2 respectively.
The formulas for the remainder terms #¿,n, i = 1, 2, 3, or 4 depend also upon the parity of the order of the last difference retained in (1), (2), (3), or (4). To find i?¿," explicitly one may differentiate the formulas for the remainder terms in the Newton-Stirling or Newton-Bessel formula ([.3], p. 100, 102) , making use of the properties of divided differences under repeated differentiation ([3], p. 66-67) . For (l)-(4) there will be altogether eight different formulas for i?,-,n, having either two, three, four or six terms, the use of which is quite troublesome and time-consuming, since each term involves the evaluation of a polynomial of higher degree and the estimation of a higher order derivative. For most practical problems one can almost always bypass the work in using the theoretically exact expression for i?,-, ", by simply observing the last term retained in any of (l)-(4) in conjunction with the rate at which the terms are falling off in magnitude. 11520fti8 -2 95680fti6 + 21 06720ft!4 -41 47440ft!2 + 10 57221 4644 86400
The purpose of these present tables is to extend Lindow's tables which go only as far as the coefficients of the 6th differences in formulas (l)-(4) above, and give only 5D up to the 4th difference coefficients and 4D for the 5th and 6th difference coefficients. These present tables give the coefficients AT(p), BT(pi), Ca(p) and Da(py) at the same interval of .01 and the same range of ft or fti from 0 to .25, as occur in Lindow, but for every difference as far as the 10th difference inclusive, and to 10 significant figures. This represents a considerable extension of Lindow's original tables and should be useful in many calculations of the first and second derivatives at intermediate points, which arise in numerical differentiation work and in the solution of first or second order differential equations, where Lindow's tables are entirely inadequate.
Anyone who has performed numerical differentiation, especially for the second derivative, is aware of the great loss in significant figures due to the power of h in the denominator, as well as the subtraction of nearly equal terms in the numerator. For functions that are not deter-mined by either measurement, observation, experiment or approximation, but which are mathematically defined so as to be computable to any degree of precision, the only limitation to the accuracy in numerical differentiation is due to the truncating error in using a finite number of terms of the formulas (l)-(4) and the computing error due to the carrying of a fixed number of decimal places or significant figures in the computation.
Thus Lindow's original tables severely limit the accuracy attainable for mathematically defined functions because of those two mentioned reasons. These present IOS tables, as far as the 10th difference, are intended primarily to reduce considerably both truncation and computational errors. The only other conveniently available tables for numerical differentiation at intermediate points, employing central-type differences, appear to be those of Davis [4] who gives, at intervals of .01, the Newton-Stirling and Newton-Bessel coefficients, but only as far as the 5th difference and only to 5D, and the Everett l_2] coefficients as far as the 6th central difference and to 10D. However, all of Davis' coefficients are for the first derivative only. Davis' 10D Everett coefficients, giving 8-point accuracy, might suffice for most problems requiring just the first derivative.
But Lindow must be extended anyhow to take care of the equally important second derivative, and thus we might as well be uniform in procedure and accuracy and use Lindow's arrangement for finding also the first derivative. The present calculation was done originally using only a desk calculator, by exact computation of the numerators in the coefficients -4,-(ft), Br(pi), C,(ft) and Da(pi) in (l)- (4), and rounding only after division by the denominators. Thus all tabular entries should be correct to within a half-unit in the last (tenth) significant figure. All entries on the preliminary manuscript were rechecked by Norman Levine, employing the IBM 704, using double-precision (floating point) arithmetic.
An additional differencing check was performed by hand upon the entries on the preliminary manuscript. Also a functional check was performed upon every entry in the typewritten final manuscript by computing the first and second derivatives of (1 + x)10 for x = 0(.01).25 and x = .50(.01).75. 
